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SIR CHARLES BELL: HIS LIFE AND TIMES. By Sir Gordon Gordon-Taylor, K.B.E.,
C.B., F.R.C.S., an-d E. W. Walls, M.D., B.Ch., B.Sc., F.R.S.(Ed.). (Pp. xii + 288; figs. 49.
42s.) Edinburgh and London: E. & S. Livingstone, 1958.
TLI s is a just and fitting tribute from a most distinguished consultant surgeon to the Middlesex
Hospital and from the Professor of Anatomy in that medical school to Bell, who served the
hospital for more than twenty years and who, above all others, brought that medical school
into being.
Apart from the coupling of his name eponymously with certain anatomical structures and
clinical states, man) will know little of this giant among the surgical giants of London and
Edinburgh one hunidred anid twenty-five to one hunidred anid fifty years ago. The authors are
concerned to show what manner of manl he was and thc mcasure of his achievement. The
development of his w\ork on the nervous system is clearly described. His life was on a
crowded stage, and there is a tendenicy to catalogue names and events, but his struggle for
recognition and muclh of his public work does emerge clearly. It is doubtful if the man
himself is ever clearly seen.
In a book of 288 pages, eighty-eight pages are used as appendices. It is doubtful if many
of these appendices are worth including. There is indeed a tendency to supply so much
detail throughout the book that it makes heavy demands on the reader. However, everyone
interested in the period and in the development of our knowledge of the nervous system
must study this work.
THE PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF MEDICINE. By Sir Stanley Davidsoni anid
the Staff of the Department of Medicine, University of Edinburgh, and Associated
Clinical Units. Fourth Edition. (Pp. xi + 1067; figs. 73. 35s.) Edinburgh and London:
E. & S. Livingstone Ltd., 1958.
THIs book will meet the demand of general practitioners of the English-speaking world for
a comprehenisive review of modem thought and practice of internal medicine in its broadest
sense. Concise accounts of current ideas of disease processes are given by experts in the fields
concerned, and the practitioner will enjoy reading the text as the presentation of the subjects
is clear, and not laborious. Statements may appear dogmatic, but this has eliminated theoretical
empirism. The book is intended for practising physicians, and there is little attention paid to
techniques. This is as it should be. The sectioIn on chemotherapy is specially good and is a
valuable guide to every doctor. Various useful items of information are given in the two
appendices. The illustrationis are pleasing, and conisidering the vast ranige of the subject
covered the book itself is of convenient size, and is a valuable additioni to the practitioner's
bookshelf. Needless to say, like the previous editions, medical students wvill find most they
require to know withini its covers. E. F.
WOMAN'S CHANGE OF LIFE. By Isabel Hutton, C.B.E., M.D. (Pp. 124. 6s.) London:
William Heinemann Medical Books Ltd., 1958.
THIS is an excellent little book by the author of "The Hygiene of Marriage." It deals with
every aspect of the "change of life" or "climacteric" in a simple straightforward way and
gives practical suggestions as to how those symptoms which are distressing can be dealt with.
In the chapter on nervous, emotional, anid mental disturbances the depression, over-anxiety,
and irritability are explained, and suggestions are made as to how they caln be alleviated. It
is stressed that "mental illness is a most rare occurrence."
There is a chapter on slimming and advice on diet and exercise. The book also includes
a chapter on "Woman's Prime of Life." There is no medical advice given, but the reader is
advised to consult her own doctor if she is anxious about herself.
This is a book that could, with a3vantage, be put in the hands of every woman approaching
the climacteric. o. M.A.
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